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Preface from the co-chairs of the workshop

The increasing availability of knowledge bases (KBs), generated by academia and industry,
attracts the attentions of researchers in several natural language processing (NLP) tasks with the
aim of advancing state-of-the-art performance by making use of the vast amount of background
knowledge available in on the web. However, most of the information that is found in KBs,
like knowledge graphs, ontologies or terminological resources, is represented, in most of the
cases, in one language only (e.g. English, German or Italian). Consequently, NLP applications
that use these KBs are therefore limited to the language in which the information is stored.
To make the information accessible beyond language borders, these KBs have to be translated
into different languages. Since a manual enhancement of KBs is a very time-consuming and
expensive process, machine translation (MT) can be applied for this purpose. Nevertheless, this
translation task with MT is rather challenging, due to the sophisticated information of a certain
domain knowledge, documented in knowledge graphs, the specific vocabulary in terminological
dictionaries and the particular sentence structure of ontology labels.

In addition to the multilingual enhancement of monolingual KBs, a growing attention has also
been paid to the integration of existing multilingual terminological knowledge into MT systems
or computer-assisted translation (CAT) tools. An important open issue for this task is how to
support translators with relevant information when dealing with specialised texts from different
domains (IT, medical, law, etc.). Commercial or open source MT systems trained on generic
data are the most common solutions, but they often struggle with the translation of the specific
vocabulary found in this task. To reduce the post-editing effort involved in the translation pro-
cess, a valuable alternative is to enhance the systems with existing multilingual knowledge, e.g.
IATE or in-house terminological resources, which are agreed and curated resources that profes-
sionals use in their expert-to-expert communication. In this sense, the provision of multilingual
KBs, which could be better integrated into the MT systems is a crucial step towards increasing
the translation quality, since terminological expressions are among the most common sources of
translation errors.
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Abstract

In this paper, we translate the glosses in
the English WordNet based on the ex-
pand approach for improving and generat-
ing wordnets with the help of multilingual
neural machine translation. Neural Ma-
chine Translation (NMT) has recently been
applied to many tasks in natural language
processing, leading to state-of-the-art per-
formance. However, the performance of
NMT often suffers from low resource sce-
narios where large corpora cannot be ob-
tained. Using training data from closely
related language have proven to be invalu-
able for improving performance. In this
paper, we describe how we trained mul-
tilingual NMT from closely related lan-
guage utilizing phonetic transcription for
Dravidian languages. We report the eval-
uation result of the generated wordnets
sense in terms of precision. By compar-
ing to the recently proposed approach, we
show improvement in terms of precision.

1 Introduction

Wordnets are lexical resource organized as hierar-
chical structure based on synset and semantic fea-
tures of the words (Miller, 1995; Fellbaum, 1998).
Manually constructing wordnet is a difficult task
and it takes years of experts’ time. Another way is
translating synsets of existing wordnet to the tar-
get language, then applying methods to identify
exact matches or providing the translated synset
to linguists and this has been proven to speed up

c© 2019 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CC-
BY-ND.

wordnet creation. The latter approach is known
as the expand approach. Popular wordnets like
EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1997) and IndoWordNet
(Bhattacharyya, 2010) were based on the expand
approach. On the Global WordNet Association
website,1 a comprehensive list of wordnets avail-
able for different languages can be found, includ-
ing IndoWordNet and EuroWordNet.

Due to the lack of parallel corpora, ma-
chine translation systems for less-resourced lan-
guages are not readily available. We attempt to
utilize Multilingual Neural Machine Translation
(MNMT) (Ha et al., 2016), where multiple sources
and target languages are trained simultaneously
without changes to the network architecture. This
has been shown to improve the translation quality,
however, most of the under-resourced languages
use different scripts which limits the application of
these multilingual NMT. In order to overcome this,
we transliterate the languages on the target side
and bring it into a single script to take advantage of
multilingual NMT for closely-related languages.
Closely-related languages refer to languages that
share similar lexical and structural properties due
to sharing a common ancestor (Popović et al.,
2016). Frequently, languages in contact with other
language or closely-related languages like the Dra-
vidian, Indo-Aryan, and Slavic share words from a
common root (cognates), which are highly seman-
tically and phonologically similar.

In the scope of the wordnet creation for under-
resourced languages, combining parallel corpus
from closely related languages, phonetic transcrip-
tion of the corpus and creating multilingual neu-
ral machine translation has been shown to improve
the results in this paper. The evaluation results ob-

1http://globalwordnet.org/
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tained from MNMT with transliterated corpus are
better than the results of Statistical Machine Trans-
lation (SMT) from the recent work (Chakravarthi
et al., 2018).

2 Related Work

The Princeton WordNet (Miller, 1995; Fellbaum,
1998) was built from scratch. The taxonomies of
the languages, synsets, relations among synset are
built first in the merge approach. Popular wordnets
like EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1997) and IndoWord-
Net (Bhattacharyya, 2010) are developed by the
expand approach whereby the synsets are built in
correspondence with the existing wordnet synsets
by translation. For the Tamil language, Rajendran
et al. (2002) proposed a design template for the
Tamil wordnet.

To evaluate and improve the wordnets for
the targeted under-resourced Dravidian languages,
Chakravarthi et al. (2018) followed the approach of
Arcan et al. (2016), which uses the existing trans-
lations of wordnets in other languages to identify
contextual information for wordnet senses from a
large set of generic parallel corpora. They use
this contextual information to improve the trans-
lation quality of WordNet senses. They showed
that their approach can help overcome the draw-
backs of simple translations of words without con-
text. Chakravarthi et al. (2018) removed the code-
mixing based on the script of the parallel corpus to
reduce the noise in translation. The authors used
the SMT to create bilingual MT for three Dravid-
ian languages. In our work, we use MNMT sys-
tem and we transliterate the closely related lan-
guage corpus into a single script to take advantage
of MNMT systems.

Neural Machine Translation achieved rapid de-
velopment in recent years, however, conventional
NMT (Bahdanau et al., 2015) creates a separate
machine translation system for each pair of lan-
guages. Creating individual machine translation
system for many languages is resource consuming,
considering there are around 7000 languages in the
world. Recent work on NMT, specifically on low-
resource (Zoph et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017) or
zero-resource machine translation (Johnson et al.,
2017; Firat et al., 2016) uses third languages as
pivots and showed that translation quality is signif-
icantly improved. Ha et al. (2016) proposed an ap-
proach to extend the Bahdanau et al. (2015) archi-
tecture to multilingual translation by sharing the

entire model. The approach of shared vocabulary
across multiple languages resulted in a shared em-
bedding space. Although the results were promis-
ing, the result of the experiments was reported in
highly resourced languages such as English, Ger-
man, and French but many under-resourced lan-
guages have different syntax and semantic struc-
ture to these languages. Chakravarthi et al. (2019)
shown that using languages belonging to the same
family and phonetic transcription of parallel cor-
pus to a single script improves the MNMT results.

Our approach extends that of Chakravarthi et
al. (2019) and Chakravarthi et al. (2018) by utiliz-
ing MNMT with a transliterated parallel corpus of
closely related languages to create wordnet sense
for Dravidian languages. In particular, we down-
loaded the data, removed code-mixing and phonet-
ically transcribed each corpus to Latin script. Two
types of experiments were performed: In the first
one, where we just removed code-mixing and com-
piled the multilingual corpora by concatenating the
parallel corpora from three languages. In the sec-
ond one removed code-mixing, phonetically tran-
scribed the corpora and then compiled the multilin-
gual corpora by concatenating the parallel corpora
from three languages. These two experiments are
contribution to this work compared to the previous
works.

3 Experiment Setup

3.1 Dravidian Languages

For our study, we perform experiments on Tamil
(ISO 639-1: ta), Telugu (ISO 639-1: te) and Kan-
nada (ISO 639-1: kn). The targeted languages for
this work differ in their orthographies due to histor-
ical reasons and whether they adopted the Sanskrit
tradition or not (Bhanuprasad and Svenson, 2008).
Each of these has been assigned a unique block in
Unicode, and thus from an MNMT perspective are
completely distinct.

3.2 Multilingual Neural Machine Translation

Johnson et al. (2017) and Ha et al. (2016) ex-
tended the architecture of Bahdanau et al. (2015)
to use a universal model to handle multiple source
and target languages with a special tag in the en-
coder to determine which target language to trans-
late. The idea is to use the unified vocabulary and
training corpus without modification in the archi-
tecture to take advantage of the shared embedding.
The goal of this approach is to improve the trans-

MomenT-2019 Dublin, Aug. 19-23, 2019 | p. 2



lation quality for individual languages pairs, for
which parallel corpus data is scarce by letting the
NMT to learn the common semantics across lan-
guages and reduce the number of translation sys-
tems needed. The sentence of different languages
are distinguished through languages codes.

3.3 Data

We used datasets from Chakravarthi et al. (2018) in
our experiment. The authors collected three Dra-
vidian languages ↔ English pairs from OPUS2

web-page (Tiedemann and Nygaard, 2004). Cor-
pus statistics are shown in Table 1. More de-
scriptions about the three datasets can be found in
Chakravarthi et al. (2018). We transliterated this
corpus using Indic-trans library3. All the sentences
are first tokenized with OpenNMT (Klein et al.,
2017) tokenizer and then segmented into subword
symbols using Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016). We learn the BPE merge op-
erations across all the languages. Following Ha et
al. (2016), we indicate the language by prepending
two tokens to indicate the desired source and target
language. An example of a sentence in English to
be translated into Tamil would be:

src__en tgt_ta I like ice-cream

3.4 Transliteration

As the Indian languages under our study are writ-
ten in different scripts, they must be converted to
some common representation before training the
MNMT to take advantage of closely related lan-
guage resources. A phonetic transcription is an ap-
proach where a word in one script is transformed
into a different script by maintaining phonetic cor-
respondence. Phonetic transcribing to Latin script
and International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) was
studied by (Chakravarthi et al., 2019) and showed
that Latin script outperforms IPA for the MNMT
Dravidian languages. The improvements in results
were shown in terms of the BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) and
chrF (Popović, 2015) metric. To evaluate the sim-
ilarity of the corpus the authors used cosine sim-
ilarity and shown that transcribing to Latin script
retain more similarity. We used Indic-trans library
by Bhat et al. (2015), which bring all the languages
into a single representation by phoneme match-
ing algorithm. The same library can also back-

2http://opus.nlpl.eu/
3https://github.com/libindic/indic-trans

transliterate from English (Latin script) to Indian
languages.

3.5 Code-Mixing

Code-mixing is a phenomenon which occurs com-
monly in most multilingual societies where the
speaker or writer alternate between two or more
languages in a sentence (Ayeomoni, 2006; Ran-
jan et al., 2016; Yoder et al., 2017; Parshad
et al., 2016). Since most of our corpus came
from publicly available parallel corpus are cre-
ated by voluntary annotators or align automati-
cally. The technical documents translation such
as KDE, GNOME, and Ubuntu translations have
code-mixing data since some of the technical terms
may not be known to voluntary annotators for
translation. But the code-mixing from OpenSubti-
tle are due to bilingual and historical reasons of In-
dian speakers (Chanda et al., 2016; Parshad et al.,
2016). Different combinations of languages may
occur while code-mixing for example German-
Italian and French-Italian in Switzerland, Hindi-
Telugu in state of Telangana, India, Taiwanese-
Mandarin Chinese in Taiwan (Chan et al., 2009).
Since the Internet era, English become the interna-
tional language of the younger generation. Hence,
English words are frequently embedded in Indi-
ans’ speech. For our work, only intra-sentential
code-mixing was taken into account. In this case,
Dravidian languages as the primary language, and
English as secondary languages. We removed the
English words considering only the English as a
foreign word based on the script. Statistics of the
removal of code-mixing is shown in Table 2.

3.6 WordNet creation

Using contextual information to improve the trans-
lation quality of wordnet senses was shown to im-
prove the results (Arcan et al., 2016). The ap-
proach is to select the most relevant sentences from
a parallel corpus based on the overlap of existing
wordnet translations. For each synset of wordnet
entry, multiple sentences were collected that share
semantic information. We use this contextual data
in English to be translated into Tamil, Telugu, and
Kannada using our MNMT system.

4 Results

We present consolidated results in Table 3. Apart
from Precision at 1, the Table 3 shows Precision
at 2, Precision at 5, Precision at 10. The goal of

MomenT-2019 Dublin, Aug. 19-23, 2019 | p. 3



English-Tamil English-Telugu English-Kannada
English Tamil English Telugu English Kannada

Number of tokens 7,738,432 6,196,245 258,165 226,264 68,197 71,697
Number of unique words 134,486 459,620 18,455 28,140 7,740 15,683
Average word length 4.2 7.0 3.7 4.8 4.5 6.0
Average sentence length 5.2 7.9 4.6 5.6 5.3 6.8
Number of sentences 449,337 44,588 13,543

Table 1: Statistics of the parallel corpora used to train the translation systems.

English-Tamil English-Telugu English-Kannada
English Tamil English Telugu English Kannada

tok 0.5% (45,847) 1.1% (72,833) 2.8% (7,303) 4.9% (12,818) 3.5% (2,425) 9.0% (6,463)
sent 0.9% (4,100) 3.1% (1,388) 3.4% (468)

Table 2: Number of sentences (sent) and number of tokens (tok) removed from the original corpus.

this work is to aid the human annotator in speed-
ing up the process of wordnet creation for under-
resourced languages. Precision at different levels
is calculated by comparing it with IndoWordNet
for the exact match out of the top 10 words from
word alignment based on the attention model in
MNMT and alignment from SMT. The precision
of all the MNMT systems is greater than the base-
line.

The perfect match of a word and IndoWordNet
entry is considered for Precision at 1. Tamil, Tel-
ugu, and Kannada yield better precision at a dif-
ferent level for translation based on both MNMT.
For Tamil and Telugu, the translation based on
MNMT trained on the native script and MNMT
trained on transcribed script did not have much
variance. The slight reduction in the result is
caused by the transliteration into and back to the
original script. In the case of Kannada, which
has very less number of parallel sentences to train
compared to the other two languages, the MNMT
translation trained on transcribed script shows high
improvement.

We have several observations. First, the preci-
sion presented is below 15 percent and this is be-
cause these languages have very minimum paral-
lel corpora. Chakravarthi et al. (2018) used the
corpora collected during August 2017 from OPUS
which contains mostly translation of religious text,
technical document, and subtitles. Analyzing the
results by comparing with IndoWordNet is likely
to be problematic since it is far from complete
and is overly skewed to the classical words for
these languages. Second, our method outperforms
the baseline from (Chakravarthi et al., 2018) for
all the languages, demonstrating the effectiveness
of our framework for multilingual NMT. More

English→Tamil

P@10 P@5 P@2 P@1

B-SMT 0.1200 0.1087 0.0833 0.0651
NC-SMT 0.1252 0.1147 0.0911 0.0725

NC-MNMT 0.2030 0.1559 0.1228 0.1161
NCT-MNMT 0.1816 0.1538 0.1351 0.1320

English→Telugu

P@10 P@5 P@2 P@1

B-SMT 0.0471 0.0455 0.0380 0.0278
NC-SMT 0.0467 0.0451 0.0382 0.0274

NC-MNMT 0.0933 0.0789 0.0509 0.0400
NCT-MNMT 0.0918 0.0807 0.0599 0.0565

English→Kannada

P@10 P@5 P@2 P@1

B-SMT 0.0093 0.0096 0.0080 0.0055
NC-SMT 0.0110 0.0107 0.0091 0.0067

NC-MNMT 0.0652 0.0472 0.0319 0.0226
NCT-MNMT 0.0906 0.0760 0.0535 0.0433

Table 3: Results of Automatic evaluation of translated word-
net with IndoWordNet Precision at different level denoted by
P@10 which means Precision at 10. B-Baseline original cor-
pus, NC- Non-code mixed, MNMT-Multilingual Neural Ma-
chine Translation, NCT-MNMT Multilingual Neural Machine
Translation

importantly, transliterating the parallel corpora is
more beneficial for the low resource language pair
English-Kannada.

Manual Evaluation

In order to re-confirm the validity of the output in
practical scenarios, we also performed a human-
based evaluation in comparison with IndoWord-
Net entries. For human evaluation 50 wordnet en-
tries from the wordnet were randomly selected. All
these entries were evaluated according to the man-
ual evaluation method performed by Chakravarthi
et al. (2018). The classification from the paper is
given below. More details about the classification
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B-SMT NC-SMT NC-MNMT NC-MNMT-T

Agrees with IndoWordNet 18% 20% 28% 26%
Inflected form 12% 22% 26% 30%
Transliteration 4% 4% 2% 2%

Spelling variant 2% 2% 2% 2%
Correct, but not in IndoWordNet 18% 24% 22% 24%

Incorrect 46% 28% 20% 16%

Table 4: Manual evaluation of wordnet creation for Tamil language compared with IndoWordNet (IWN) at precision at 10
presented in percentage. B-Baseline original corpus, NC- Non-code mixed, MNMT-Multilingual Neural Machine Translation,
NCT-MNMT Multilingual Neural Machine Translation

can be found in Chakravarthi et al. (2018).

• Agrees with IndoWordNet Perfect match
with IndoWordNet.

• Inflected form Some parts of a word such
root of a word is found.

• Transliteration Transliteration of an English
word in Tamil this might be due to unavail-
ability of the translation in the parallel corpus.

• Spelling Variant Spelling variant can be
caused by wrong or misspelling of the word
according to IndoWordNet. Since the corpus
contains data from OpenSubtitle this might
include dialect variation of the word.

• Correct, but not in IndoWordNet Word
sense not found in IndoWordNet but found in
our translation. We verified we had identified
the correct sense by referring to the wordnet
gloss.

• Incorrect This error class can be caused due
to inappropriate term or mistranslated.

Table 4 contains the percentage for outputs of
the wordnet translation. As mentioned earlier in
Section 3, SMT systems trained on removing code-
mixing and without removing are used as baselines
for this assessment. The baseline system shows
that the cleaned data (removing code-mix) produce
better results. Again, as we previously mentioned
both our MNMT system trained on cleaned data
are better than the baseline system in the man-
ual evaluation as well. From Table 4, we can see
that there is a significant improvement over the in-
flected form MNMT systems trained with the tran-
scribed corpus. Perfect match with IndoWordNet
is lower for MNMT trained with transcribed cor-
pus compared to MNMT trained on the original
script but still better than the baselines. This might
be due to back-transliteration effect. It is clear

from the results that this translation can be used as
an aid by annotators to create wordnet for under-
resourced languages.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented how to take advantage
of phonetic transcription and multilingual NMT to
improve the wordnet sense translation of under-
resourced languages. The proposed approach in-
corporates code-mixing phenomenon into consid-
eration as well as the phonetic transcription of
closely related language to better utilize multilin-
gual NMT. We evaluated the proposed approach
on three Dravidian languages and showed that the
proposed approach outperforms the baseline by ef-
fectively leveraging the information from closely
related languages. Moreover, our approach can
provide better translations for very low resourced
language pair (English-Kannada). In the future,
we would like to conduct an experiment by tran-
scribing the languages to one of the Dravidian lan-
guages scripts which will be able to represent in-
formation more easily than Latin script.
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Abstract

We present a method for machine transla-
tion of clinical texts without using bilin-
gual clinical texts, leveraging the rich ter-
minology and structure of the System-
atized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clin-
ical Terms (SNOMED CT), which is con-
sidered the most comprehensive, multilin-
gual clinical health care terminology col-
lection in the world. We evaluate our
method for Basque to Spanish transla-
tion, comparing the performance with and
without using clinical domain resources.
As a method to leverage domain-specific
knowledge, we incorporate to the train-
ing corpus lexical bilingual resources pre-
viously used for the automatic translation
of SNOMED CT into Basque, as well as
artificial sentences created making use of
the relations specified in SNOMED CT.
Furthermore, we use available Electronic
Health Records in Spanish for backtrans-
lation and copying. For assessing our pro-
posal, we use Recurrent Neural Network
and Transformer architectures, and we try
diverse techniques for backtranslation, us-
ing not only Neural Machine Translation
but also Rule-Based and Statistical Ma-
chine Translation systems. We observe
large and consistent improvements rang-
ing from 10 to 15 BLEU points, obtaining
the best automatic evaluation results using
Transformer for both general architecture
and backtranslation systems.

c© 2019 The authors. This article is licensed under a
Creative Commons 4.0 licence, no derivative works,
attribution, CC-BY-ND.

1 Introduction

The objective of this work is to study the utility of
available clinical domain resources in a real use-
case, which is the translation of Electronic Health
Records (EHR) from Basque to Spanish. Basque is
a minoritised language, also in the Basque public
health service, where most of the EHRs are written
in Spanish so that any doctor can understand them.
With the aim of enabling Basque speaking doctors
to write EHRs in Basque, we have the long-term
objective of developing machine translation sys-
tems to translate clinical texts between Basque and
Spanish. This work presents a method for machine
translation of clinical texts from Basque to Span-
ish, conditioned by the current lack of clinical do-
main corpora in Basque.

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has become
in the past recent years the prevailing technology
for machine translation, especially in the research
community. Several architectures have been pro-
posed for NMT, ranging from the initial Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNN) (Kalchbren-
ner and Blunsom, 2013) and Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) (Sutskever et al., 2014), to the
most advanced Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017).
However, it is known that NMT systems require
a large amount of training data to obtain opti-
mal results (Koehn and Knowles, 2017), so tradi-
tional techniques as Rule-Based Machine Trans-
lation (RBMT) and Statistical Machine Transla-
tion (SMT) (Koehn et al., 2003) can be considered
when the available resources are low.

One of the techniques that has become a stan-
dard to increase the available resources for NMT
systems is backtranslation (Sennrich et al., 2015a),
consisting in automatically translating a mono-
lingual corpus from the target language into the
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source language, and then adding both original and
translated corpora to the training corpus. In our
case, the availability of EHRs in Spanish enables
us to improve the results for the translation of clin-
ical texts from Basque to Spanish, also serving us
as a resource for domain adaptation.

Another of our challenges is to study how to
translate clinical text, which has its own charac-
teristics differentiated from texts from other do-
mains. Usually, the grammar of the sentences in
EHRs is simplified, often omitting verbs, missing
punctuation, using many acronyms and with a non-
standard language more oriented to communicate
between doctors than for being understood by pa-
tients. Furthermore, the main difficulty of trans-
lating clinical texts comes from the rich vocabu-
lary used in EHRs to refer to drugs, diseases, body
parts and other clinical terminology.

Regarding the language pair, our main challenge
is to deal with long distance languages as Basque
and Spanish, with the complexity associated with
it. Specifically, we have to address the challenge of
translating from a language with the characteristics
of Basque. Briefly, Basque language can be de-
scribed as a highly agglutinative language, with a
rich morphology, where words are usually created
adding diverse suffixes that mark different cases.
The morphology of verbs is especially complex,
including morphemes that add information about
the subject, object, number, tense, aspect, etc. It
is thought that the BPE word segmentation com-
monly used in NMT (Sennrich et al., 2015b), origi-
nally developed for avoiding the out-of-vocabulary
problem, is also beneficial for the translation from
morphologically rich languages as Basque.

2 Related work

Several approaches have been tried for ma-
chine translation of Basque, including Example-
Based (Stroppa et al., 2006), Rule-Based (Mayor,
2007) and Statistical systems (Labaka, 2010). First
works have been published for Neural Machine
Translation of Basque (Etchegoyhen et al., 2018;
Jauregi et al., 2018), and the first general domain
commercial system for NMT between Basque and
Spanish is already available online.1

In the NMT approach for Basque by Etchegoy-
hen et al. (2018), diverse morphological segmen-
tation techniques are tested, including the afore-

1https://www.modela.eus/eu/itzultzailea
(Accessed on April 11, 2019.)

mentioned Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et
al., 2015b), the linguistically motivated vocabulary
reduction originally proposed for Turkish (Ataman
et al., 2017) and the ixaKat morphological analyser
for Basque (Alegria et al., 1996; Otegi et al., 2016).
They also tried character-based Machine Transla-
tion (Lee et al., 2016), obtaining the best results for
translating from Basque to Spanish when applying
the morphological analyser for Basque followed
by BPE word segmentation to the source language
corpus, and only BPE word segmentation to the
target language corpus.

Regarding the clinical domain, Perez-de-
Vinaspre (2017) developed a system for automati-
cally translating the clinical terminology included
in SNOMED CT (IHTSDO, 2014) into Basque.
Perez-de-Vinaspre (2017) combined the use of lex-
ical resources, transliteration of neoclassic terms,
generation of nested terms and the adaptation of a
RBMT system for the medical domain as backup.
With respect to the translation of EHRs, the bibli-
ography is scarce, and nowadays we can only refer
to a preliminary study for translating clinical notes
from English to Spanish (Liu and Cai, 2015).

Another approach for the task of translation of
clinical texts is domain adaptation. Usually, when
low resources for the desired domain are avail-
able, a bigger corpus from another domain is used
to first train the system, which is then fine-tuned
with the available in-domain corpus (Zoph et al.,
2016). From another point of view, Bapna and
Firat (2019) try to combine non-parametric or re-
trieval based approaches with NMT, looking for
similarities between n-grams in the sentence to be
translated and part of previously translated sen-
tences, and then using this information for produc-
ing more accurate translations.

Concerning backtranslation, we have consid-
ered the analysis performed by Poncelas et
al. (2018), where different sizes of backtranslated
corpora were added to the human translated cor-
pora used as training corpus; and regarding the
techniques used for backtranslation, we follow the
work by Burlot and Yvon (2019) in which they
compare the performance of different SMT and
NMT systems for this task.

3 Resources and methodology

As mentioned in the introduction, our main handi-
cap is the lack of clinical domain bilingual corpora.
To overcome this, we make use of available out-
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of-domain bilingual corpora, automatically cre-
ated clinical terminology in Basque (Perez-de-
Viñaspre, 2017), artificial sentences formed based
on the relations specified in SNOMED CT, and
EHRs in Spanish that are used for backtransla-
tion (Sennrich et al., 2015a) and copying (Currey
et al., 2017).

For evaluation in the clinical domain, we use
EHR templates in Basque published with aca-
demic purposes (Joanes Etxeberri Saria V. Edizioa,
2014), together with their manual translations into
Spanish performed by a bilingual doctor.

In the following, we present the details of each
of the resources and explain how they were used in
this work.

3.1 Out-of-domain corpora

As a basis for our work, we use a large bilingual
corpus formed by 4.5 million sentences, where
2.3 million sentences are a repetition of a cor-
pus from the news domain (Etchegoyhen et al.,
2016), and the remaining 2.2 million sentences are
from diverse domains such as administrative, web-
crawling and specialised magazines (consumerism
and science). These corpora were compiled from
sources such as EITB (Basque public broadcaster),
Elhuyar (research foundation) and IVAP (Basque
institute of public administration).

3.2 Clinical terminology

As a first step for improving the translation of clin-
ical texts, we built a dictionary with all the Basque
terms and their corresponding Spanish entries used
for the automatic translation of SNOMED CT into
Basque (Perez-de-Viñaspre, 2017). These terms
were compiled from different sources such as Eu-
skalterm, Elhuyar Science and Technology dictio-

nary, UPV/EHU human anatomy atlas and nurs-
ery dictionary, International Classification of Dis-
eases dictionary and a health administration re-
lated dictionary. As this work corresponds to a
first approach of developing a Basque version of
SNOMED CT, more than a possible Basque term
was created for each entry in Spanish. Altogether,
we use 151,111 Basque terms corresponding to
83,360 unique Spanish terms. We think that the
fact of having more than one possible Basque term
for each Spanish entry helps us to improve the cov-
erage of the system for translating from Basque to
Spanish. As a sample, Table 1 shows the first 10
clinical terms included as training corpus.

3.3 Artificial sentences

While including clinical terms in our system helps
us to approach the rich terminology characteris-
tic of clinical notes, we think that including these
same terms in the form of sentences could be more
suitable to the task of translating sentences from
EHRs. For doing this, we leverage the structured
form of SNOMED CT, using the relations speci-
fied in it to create simple artificial sentences that
could be more similar to the real sentences in-
cluded in EHRs.

Specifically, the Snapshot release of the interna-
tional version on RF2 format of the SNOMED CT
delivery from 31st July 2017 was used. For the
sentences to be representative, the most frequent
active relations were taken into account, only con-
sidering the type of relations that appeared more
than 10,000 times. The most frequent active rela-
tions in the used version were "is a", "finding site",
"associated morphology" and "method".

For creating the artificial sentences, we first de-
fined two sentence models for each of the most

Basque term Spanish term English gloss
organo kopulatzaile órgano copulador copulatory organ

dionisiako dionisiaco Dionysian
desfile desfile parade

begi-miiasia miasis ocular ophthalmic myiasis
ahoko kandidiasi candidiasis oral oral candidiasis

wolfram wolframio Tungsten
W wolframio Tungsten

zergari recaudador collector
jasotzaile recaudador collector
biltzaile recaudador collector

Table 1: First 10 clinical terms included as training corpus.
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frequent relations in SNOMED CT. Taking these
sentence models as a reference, for each of the
concepts concerning a unique pair of Basque and
Spanish terms, we randomly chose one of the rela-
tions that this concept has in SNOMED CT. When
doing this, we restricted the possible relations to
the most frequent ones and omitted the relations
with terms that were not available in both lan-
guages. Finally, we randomly chose one of the two
sentence models for this specific relation.

Considering the agglutinative character of
Basque language, some of the created sentences
needed the application of morphological inflec-
tions to the specific terms included in the artificial
sentences. For this task, a transducer was applied

following the inflection rules defined in the Xuxen
spelling corrector (Agirre et al., 1992). In total,
363,958 sentences were created. As a sample, Ta-
ble 2 shows the first 10 artificial sentences created
with this method, separating different terms and re-
lations with ’|’, giving the same superscript num-
ber to equivalent terms, and marking the terms that
define the relations in bold.

3.4 EHRs in Spanish

Finally, as a main contribution to the translation
of clinical texts, we make use of available EHRs
in Spanish. This corpus is made up of real health
records from the hospital of Galdakao-Usansolo
consisting of 142,154 documents compiled from

Basque sentence Spanish sentence
umetokiaren prolapsoa1 | emakumezkoaren pro-
lapso genitala, zehaztugabea2 | da

prolapso uterino1 | es | prolapso de los órganos
genitales femeninos2

uterine prolapse1 | is a | prolapse of female geni-
tal organs, undefined2

uterine prolapse1 | is a | prolapse of female geni-
tal organs2

umetokiaren prolapsoa1 | uteroa2 | -n gertatzen
da

descenso uterino1 | ocurre en | estructura
uterina2

uterine prolapse1 | occurs in | uterus2 descensus uteri1 | occurs in | uterine structure2

umetokiaren prolapsoa1 | uteroaren egitura2 | -n
aurkitzen da

hernia uterina1 | se encuentra en | estructura
uterina2

uterine prolapse1 | is found in | uterine structure2 uterine hernia1 | is found in | uterine structure2

uteroaren prolapsoa1 | emakumezkoaren pro-
lapso genitala, zehaztugabea2 | da

prolapso uterino1 | es | prolapso genital2

uterine prolapse1 | is a | prolapse of female geni-
tal organs, undefined2

uterine prolapse1 | is a | genital prolapse2

uteroaren prolapsoa1 | umetokiko trastorno ez-
inflamatorioa, zehaztugabea2 | mota bat da

descenso uterino1 | es un tipo de | trastorno
uterino2

uterine prolapse1 | is a type of | noninflammatory
uterine disorder, undefined2

descensus uteri1 | is a type of | uterine disorder2

uteroaren prolapsoa1 | umetokiaren
nahasmendua2 | da

hernia uterina1 | es | enfermedad uterina2

uterine prolapse1 | is a | uterine disorder2 uterine hernia1 | is a | uterine disease2

zakilaren inflamazioa1 | zakil2 | -ean gertatzen
da

inflamación del pene1 | ocurre en | estructura de
pene2

inflammation of penis1 | occurs in | penis2 inflammation of penis1 | occurs in | penis struc-
ture2

zakilaren inflamazioa1 | zakilaren egitura2 | -n
aurkitzen da

trastorno inflamatorio del pene1 | se encuentra
en | pene2

inflammation of penis1 | is found in | penis struc-
ture2

inflammatory disorder of penis1 | is found in |
penis2

zakilaren hantura1 | zakilaren gaitza2 | da inflamación del pene1 | es | enfermedad peniana2

inflammation of penis1 | is a | disorder of penis2 inflammation of penis1 | is a | disorder of penis2

zakilaren hantura1 | zakilaren gaitz2 | mota bat
da

trastorno inflamatorio del pene1 | es un tipo de |
enfermedad peniana2

inflammation of penis1 | is a type of | disorder of
penis2

inflammatory disorder of penis1 | is a type of |
disorder of penis2

Table 2: First 10 artificial sentences created from relations in SNOMED CT.
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2008 to 2012. Due to privacy agreements, this dis-
sociated corpus is not publicly available.

These documents were first preprocessed to
have one sentence in each line, and then the or-
der of the sentences was randomly changed to con-
tribute to a better anonymisation. For making the
translation process faster, repeated sentences were
removed from the corpus before translating it, re-
sulting in a total of 2,023,811 sentences.

This corpus was added twice to the training
corpus, once by applying different backtransla-
tion techniques, and the other by simply using the
same corpus in Spanish as if it were Basque (Cur-
rey et al., 2017), which we think could be benefi-
cial for the translation of words that do not need
to be translated, as it is the case of drug names.
This way, from the total number of sentences used
for training the corpus based systems developed
for translation of clinical texts (9,093,374), around
half of them correspond to out-of-domain sen-
tences (4,530,683), and the other half come from
diverse clinical domain sources (4,562,691).

Table 3 summarises the numbers of the train-
ing corpora. All corpora was tokenised and true-
cased using the utilities of Nematus (Sennrich et
al., 2017) if they were to be used for corpus based
systems. For NMT experiments, BPE word seg-
mentation was performed using subword-nmt2, ap-
plying 90,000 merge operations on the joint bilin-
gual corpora. The number of tokens in Basque for
the backtranslated EHRs correspond to the back-
translation performed with the shallow RNN.

3.5 EHR templates in Basque and their
manual translations into Spanish

For evaluating the task of translating clinical texts,
we used 42 EHR templates of diverse specializa-
tions written in Basque by doctors of the Donostia
Hospital, and their respective manual translations
into Spanish carried out by a bilingual doctor. We

2https://github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt
(Accessed on April 11, 2019.)

manually aligned the sentences from these tem-
plates with their respective translations, building
a bilingual corpus of 2,076 sentences. These sen-
tences were randomly ordered and further divided
into 1,038 sentences for development purposes and
1,038 sentences for test purposes.

We highlight that the sentences used for evalua-
tion in the clinical domain come from diverse spe-
cializations, which we expect to be mirrored in a
more diverse set of development and test corpora.
Furthermore, from the 1,038 sentences from the
test set, 826 are non-repeated, corresponding the
most repeated ones to short sentences relating to
EHR section titles. As a sample, Table 4 shows the
first 10 sentences used for evaluation in the clinical
domain.

4 Experiments

We test our method through two types of experi-
ments, one regarding different NMT architectures,
and the other referring to different systems used for
backtranslation. All the experiments concerning
NMT systems were performed on Titan XP GPUs,
using only one for training the shallow RNN, and
two for the deep RNN and the Transformer.

4.1 Architectures

First, we test the performance of several neural ar-
chitectures, trying a shallow RNN as an easily re-
producible system, a Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) architecture as state-of-the-art performing
system, and a deep RNN (Barone et al., 2017) as a
fairer comparison to Transformer.

We develop two systems for each architecture,
one trained only with out-of-domain corpora, and
another trained with all the available resources, in-
cluding the ones from the clinical domain. For this
part of the work, the backtranslation of the avail-
able EHRs in Spanish was performed by the shal-
low RNN.

We evaluate the performance of all the systems
in the clinical domain, using the EHR templates in

Domain Type Sentences Tokens
out-of-domain Diverse sentences 4.5 million 73 million (Basque) / 102 million (Spanish)

clinical domain

Terms 151,111 271,248 (Basque) / 257,641 (Spanish)
Artificial sentences 363,958 3.1 million (Basque) / 4.1 million (Spanish)
Backtranslated EHRs 2 million 26 million (Basque) / 33 million (Spanish)
Copied EHRs 2 million 33 million

Table 3: Numbers of the training corpora.
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Basque sentence Spanish sentence
tratamendua tratamiento
therapy therapy
abortuak: 1 abortos 1
aborta 1 aborta 1
lehenengo sintomatologia primera sintomatología
first symptomatology first symptomatology
fibrinolisiaren ondoren egoera klinikoa ez da
askorik aldatu

la situación clínica después de la fibrinólisis no
cambia sustancialmente

clinical status does not change much after fibri-
nolysis

clinical status after fibrinolysis does not change
substantially

hipertentsioaren aurkako tratamenduarekin hasi
da, tentsioak neurri egokian mantenduz; hiper-
gluzemiarako joera antzeman da egonaldian

al mismo tiempo tratamientopara normalizar la
HTA, hiperglucemia y dislipemia

he/she started the treatment for hypertension,
keeping tensions at the right level; a tendency to
hyperglycemia is observed during the stay

at the same time treatmentfor* normalising HBP,
hyperglycemia and dislipemia*

ebakuntza aurreko azterketa normala izan ostean,
2012-08-20an operazioa egin da

tras ser normal la exploración preoperatoria se
opera el 20-08-2012, practicándose:

after the preoperative examination being normal,
the operation is done on 2012-08-20

after the preoperative exploration being normal
he/she is operated on 2012-08-20, by practising:

Dismetriarik ez no dismetría
No dysmetria no dysmetria
miaketa oftalmologikoa normala examen oftalmológico normal
normal ophthalmic exploration normal ophthalmic examination
EKG: erritmo sinusala, 103 tau/min EKG-ritmo sinusal 103/minuto
ECG: sinus rhythm, 103 beat/min ECG-sinus rhythm, 103/min
ez du botaka egin no vómitos
he/she has not vomited no vomits

Table 4: First 10 sentences used for evaluation in the clinical domain.

Basque and their manual translations into Spanish
specified in the previous section.

A description of the tested architectures is given
in the following lines.

Shallow RNN: As a simple RNN, we use a
model developed with the old version of Nema-
tus (Sennrich et al., 2017), making use of the
Theano framework. Specifically, we use 1 layer
(bidirectional for the encoder) of 1024 GRU (Cho
et al., 2014) units, with a embedding-size of 500,
a batch-size of 64 and using Adam (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) as optimisation method. For decoding,
we use a beam-width of 10 for all the experiments.
Some of the values of these hyperparameters were
optimised with the out-of-domain corpus, and sub-
sequently used in the other architectures.

Deep RNN: As a more advanced RNN, we se-
lect the system developed by Barone et al. (2017),

included in a more recent work in which lin-
guistic abilities of diverse NMT systems were
tested (Tang et al., 2018).

From the different variants presented in Barone
et al. (2017), we use the one that obtained the best
reported results, whose configuration parameters
are public.3

Transformer: As a state-of-the-art NMT sys-
tem, we choose the Transformer implementation
in Pytorch by OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017). We
use the recommended hyperparameters,4 except
for the number of GPUs and batch-size, that were

3https://github.com/Avmb/deep-nmt-
architectures/blob/master/configs/
bideep-bideep-rGRU-large/config.sh
(Accessed on April 11, 2019.)

4http://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/FAQ.html#
how-do-i-use-the-transformer-model-do-
you-support-multi-gpu (Accessed on April 11,
2019.)
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halved to meet our hardware capabilities.

4.2 Backtranslation systems

After trying different architectures, we select the
one that obtains the best automatic evaluation re-
sults in the clinical domain and change the way the
backtranslation is performed. For that, we com-
pare the shallow RNN architecture with the one
that gets the best results in the clinical domain, and
also try RBMT and SMT systems to translate the
EHRs in Spanish into Basque.

For training the corpus based systems in the
Spanish-to-Basque translation direction, we use
the out-of-domain corpus and the dictionaries in-
cluding clinical terminology. The resulting syn-
thetic corpus is added together with the artificial
sentences and the copied monolingual corpus, and
the performance of the systems is tested in the clin-
ical domain.

Shallow RNN: For this experiment we use the
same shallow RNN architecture specified in the
previous section, just changing the translation di-
rection. Note that, due to an error in the pre-
processing, the BPE word segmentation was per-
formed for 45,000 steps in each language corpus,
instead of 90,000 times in the joint corpora. We do
not expect for this error to have significant influ-
ence on the final results.

Transformer: We train the Transformer system
in the Spanish-to-Basque translation direction with
the same hyperparameters specified in the previ-
ous section. Following the work by Edunov et
al. (2018), we perform the translation by unre-
stricted random sampling, which is proved to ob-
tain better results than restricted random sampling
or traditional beam search when applied to back-
translation.

RBMT: For this part of the work, we try
Matxin (Mayor, 2007), a Rule-Based system for
Spanish-to-Basque Machine Translation, adapted
to the biomedical domain by the inclusion of dic-
tionaries. In this case, we translate the EHRs in
Spanish before truecasing, so when removing the
repeated sentences from the corpora the number of
sentences is not exactly the same as for the mono-
lingual corpus translated with corpus based sys-
tems (2,036,165 instead of 2,023,811).

SMT: Finally, we try Moses (Koehn et al.,
2007) as a statistical system, adapted to the

biomedical domain. We use default parametrisa-
tion with MGIZA for word alignment, a ”msd-
bidirectional-fe” lexicalised reordering model and
a KenLM (Heafield, 2011) 5-gram target language
model. The weights for the different components
were adjusted to optimise BLEU using Minimum
Error Rate Training (MERT) with an n-best list of
size 100.

5 Results and discussion

In this section we show and discuss the auto-
matic evaluation results of the experiments carried
out with different architectures and backtranslation
systems. In both cases, we calculate BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) in development and test sets us-
ing the multi-bleu script included in Moses.5

5.1 Architectures
Table 5 shows the results of the tested architectures
in two variants: 1) trained only with out-of-domain
corpora, and 2) including all the clinical domain
resources. We observe large and consistent im-
provements when adding in-domain data to each
of the tested architectures. Surprisingly, the deep
RNN obtains lower results than the shallow RNN,
especially comparing the systems trained out-of-
domain, which can be an overfitting issue. We also
think that the previous optimisation with the out-
of-domain corpus of some of the hyperparameters
of the shallow RNN can be a reason for its good re-
sults, comparable with Transformer regarding the
systems trained only with out-of-domain corpora,
and similar to deep RNN when adding the clinical
domain resources.

dev test
Shallow RNN (out-of-domain) 10.69 10.67
Shallow RNN (+in-domain) 23.57 21.59
Deep RNN (out-of-domain) 7.23 5.91
Deep RNN (+in-domain) 23.01 20.74
Transformer (out-of-domain) 10.92 10.55
Transformer (+in-domain) 26.67 24.44

Table 5: BLEU values (Basque-to-Spanish) for
different architectures using a shallow RNN for

backtranslation.

However, if we compare the results of the differ-
ent architectures trained with all the available re-

5https://github.com/moses-
smt/mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/
generic/multi-bleu.perl (Accessed on April 11,
2019.)
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sources, we see that Transformer outperforms both
RNNs by around 3 BLEU points in each evalua-
tion set. Thus, we can say that the Transformer ar-
chitecture is the optimal for our task of translating
clinical texts from Basque to Spanish.

5.2 Backtranslation systems
After determining which is the best general archi-
tecture for our task, we compare the results of dif-
ferent backtranslation systems. First, we evaluate
the performance of the systems used to translate
the available EHRs in Spanish into Basque, using
as a reference the same datasets employed for eval-
uating the different architectures. Table 6 shows
the results of the tested backtranslation systems.

dev test
RBMTbt 8.56 7.03
SMTbt 10.30 8.75
Shallow RNNbt 10.75 10.44
Transformerbt 11.30 12.04

Table 6: BLEU values for different
backtranslation systems (Spanish-to-Basque).

We observe that the values obtained with NMT
systems are similar to the ones obtained in the
other direction with the system trained out-of-
domain, which is logical since we only added the
dictionaries for training the backtranslation sys-
tems. The results of SMT are also similar, with
a slightly lower score in the test set. The results
for RBMT are even lower, which can be because
BLEU underestimates the results of RBMT sys-
tems in general.

Finally, we present in Table 7 the results in the
clinical domain of the systems trained with the
best performing architecture (Transformer) using
all the training corpora, changing the method used
for backtranslating the EHRs in Spanish.

dev test
RBMT 22.98 21.91
SMT 22.78 21.43
Shallow RNN 26.67 24.44
Transformer 27.70 25.61

Table 7: BLEU values (Basque-to-Spanish) for
Transformer architecture using different

backtranslation systems.

We notice that using Transformer for backtrans-
lation obtains the best results, gaining more than 1
BLEU point comparing with the same Transformer

architecture using a shallow RNN for backtransla-
tion. The results for RBMT and SMT are lower,
but comparing to the BLEU values for the back-
translation systems (Table 6), we observe that in
this case the results using RBMT are slightly better
than the ones with SMT. Apart from the aforemen-
tioned possible underestimation of RBMT systems
when calculating BLEU, we think that this could
be because the RBMT system can translate words
that corpus based systems cannot translate, adding
more variability to the source language corpus.

5.3 Ensemble of best models

After evaluating the performance of different ar-
chitectures and backtranslation systems, we evalu-
ate the performance of an ensemble of the 3 sys-
tems obtaining highest BLEU values in the devel-
opment set, which in this case correspond to 3 dif-
ferent models of the Transformer architecture, us-
ing Transformer as backtranslation system, saved
after different number of iterations. Specifically,
the models evaluated for the ensemble are those
saved after 90,000, 160,000 and 180,000 itera-
tions, obtaining 27.56 BLEU points with the first
two models, and 27.70 BLEU points with the last
one. Table 8 shows the results of the ensemble sys-
tem, which we name IxaMedNMT-Transformer.
We observe gains of 0.33 BLEU points in the de-
velopment set and 0.11 BLEU points in the test
set, comparing to the results of the single model
that obtained the highest BLEU value in the devel-
opment set.

dev test
IxaMedNMT-Transformer 28.03 25.72

Table 8: BLEU values (Basque-to-Spanish) for
an ensemble of the best performing systems.

5.4 Translation example and error analysis

Finally, Figure 1 shows an example of a translation
performed by the ensemble system whose BLEU
values were shown in Table 8, along with the orig-
inal sentence in Basque and the manual translation
into Spanish used as a reference.

We observe that the generated translation is al-
most equivalent to the human translation, with
only slight differences in some of the words
(presents/with, complete/wide, stenoses/obstructs,
part/region, etc.), but without changing the overall
meaning of the original sentence in Basque.
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Figure 1: Translation example by the IxaMedNMT-Transformer system, along with the original
sentence in Basque and the manual translation into Spanish.

In a fast overview of the whole of the sentences
translated from the development set, we have ob-
served that for some of the long sentences, the
translation ended abruptly without translating a
few of the last words. We have tried to scale
down the beam-width from 10 (optimised for the
shallow RNN, kept in other architectures for fair
comparison) to the default value of 5 to reduce
the probability of generating the end-of-sentence
token sooner than necessary, but the BLEU val-
ues in the development set did not improve as ex-
pected. We plan to test diverse values of length-
normalisation and coverage-penalty coefficients to
try to overcome this problem.

This phenomenon occurred especially in sen-
tences with a lot of punctuation marks, usually
containing a list of symptoms, diseases or drugs.
Regarding the translation of rare words, like in this
case drug names, we have observed very few er-
rors where part of the word was not translated cor-
rectly due to the BPE word segmentation. In the
future, we intend to perform a thorough analysis
of the different types of errors encountered in the
generated translations, with the aim of developing
possible solutions to them.

6 Conclusions and future work

We have showed that it is possible to translate clin-
ical texts from Basque to Spanish without clinical
domain bilingual corpora. We have leveraged pre-
vious work in translation of clinical terminology
into Basque (Perez-de-Viñaspre, 2017), described
a method for creating artificial sentences based on
SNOMED CT relations, and made use of available
EHRs in Spanish. Given the multilinguality and
rich structure of SNOMED CT, similar dictionar-
ies and artificial sentences might be generated for
other language pairs for which bilingual clinical
corpora are not available.

Furthermore, we have tested our method with
different NMT architectures and using diverse sys-
tems for backtranslation, including rule-based and
statistical systems. We obtained the best results
using Transformer for both general architecture
and backtranslation systems, achieving 28 BLEU
points in the development set through checkpoint
ensembling, and showing a translation example.

We leave as future work the human evaluation
of the best performing system, with the possibil-
ity of improving the corpora used for training and
evaluation.
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